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ABSTRACT 

 
     Radon-222 is a naturally occurring radioactive gas that is part of the Uranium 
decay series. Its Presence in the environment is associated mainly with trace 
amounts of uranium and its immediate parent, radium-226, in rocks, soil and 
groundwater. About one-half of the effective doses from natural sources is 
estimated to be delivered by inhalation of the short lived radon progeny. Owing to 
this fact, radon is the most popular subject of studies on environmental 
radioactivity. The presence of high level of radon in indoor environment 
constitutes a major health hazard for man. The radon progeny is well established 
as causative agents of lung cancer and other types of caners. 
     Radon’s unique properties as a naturally radioactive gas have led to its use as a 
geophysical tracer for locating buried faults and geological structures, in 
exploring for uranium, and for predicting earthquakes. Radon has been used as a 
tracer in the study of atmospheric transport process. There have been several other 
applications of radon in meteorology, water research and medicine. 
This paper summarizes the health effects and the potential benefits of radon and 
its progeny. 
KEYWORDS: RADON, EFFECTIVE DOSE, HEALTH HAZARD, GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURES, EARTHQUAKES 

PREDICTION. 

 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
     In literature there are several reports dealing with radon in our environment [1-6].The 
radiation dose from radon inhalation constitute a major part of the total natural background 
dose received by man. The United Nation Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of 
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) reports that nearly half of dose received by man from natural 
sources is due to breathing radon and its progenies in the indoor environments as shown in 
figure 1[7,8]. 
   
   Radon is a colorless, odorless and tasteless gas produced by radioactive decay of uranium 
and thorium. There are two main isotopes of radon in nature: – 222Rn (T1/2=3.82d, here after 
caller radon) and its short-lived decay products: 218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi, 214Po, 210Pb, 210Bi, 210Po 
(uranium series), – 220Rn (T1/2=55.6s, also called thoron) and its decay products: 216Po, 212Pb, 
212Bi, 212Po, 208Tl (thorium series) [8,9]. The radioactive decay chain of radon is shown in 
Figure 2[10]. 
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Figure 1 :" Sources and average distribution of natural background radiation for the world 

population[7]. " 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2 :" The radon decay chain [10] . " 
 

 
     The radon content of outdoor air 1 metre above ground typically gives 4 to 15 Bq·m–3. The 
average indoor air concentration of radon varies from location to location, depending upon the 
uranium content and physical characteristics of the soil, moisture, winds and building 
materials. In most countries the average indoor radon concentration is a few tens of Bq·m–3, 
however, during the surveys hundreds and even thousands could be found. The International 
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Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) therefore recommended action levels 200–
600 Bq·m–3 for homes and 500-1500 Bq·m–3 for workplaces which correspond to annual 
doses of 3–10 mSv in either case [6-9].  
 
     There are several techniques that have been used for radon measurements .These 
techniques include scintillation cells, ionization chambers , solid state nuclear track 
detectors(SSNTDs) , solid state surface barrier detectors, thermoluminescent dosimeters , 
electret  ion chamber , and electrostatic precipitation technique [9]. For developing countries 
wishing to undertake national survey programs in order to monitor environmental radon 
levels, the most appropriate techniques are those making use of SSNTDs (CR-39 and LR-115) 
because they are versatile, simple in handling and processing, low cost and insensitive to beta 
and gamma radiation. Also these detectors incorporate the effects of seasonal and diurnal 
fluctuation of radon concentrations due to physical and geological factors as well as 
meteorological conditions [9,12]. 
 
     During recent years , numerous papers have appeared in literature demonstrating the ever 
interest in monitoring radon in the indoor environments in Egypt [13-21].  
 
    Radon has to facts. It has a major health hazard for man. The radon progeny is well 
established as causative agents of lung cancer and other types of cancers [6,7,22-25].On the other 
hands, it has a potential benefits in earth sciences[1,9].This paper summarizes the health effects 
and the potential benefits of radon and its progeny 
 

HARMFUL EFFECTS OF RADON 
 

     Until the late 1970s , radon and its progenies were regarded as radiation health hazards 
only encountered  in the mining and milling of uranium .This dramatically changed as a result 
of widespread indoor measurements of radon in parts of the world [2,6,7,22]. Attention to the 
problem of radon exposure and the associated health risks has thus been growing around the 
world [22,25]. Nowadays radon and its progeny, known to be carcinogenic in a high radon 
concentration places, if it is poorly ventilated and if the radon input from its sources is high, 
such as mines such as mines, caves, cellars, ancient tombs and energy conserved air tight 
houses. The inhaled radon and its progenies pass from lungs into the blood and body tissues 
and may indicate many types of soft tissue cancers such as lung cancer, kidney cancer and 
prostatic cancer [22-33]. Some radon may be dissolved in body fats, and its daughter products 
transferred to the bone marrow. The accumulated dose in older people can be high, and may 
give rise to leukaemia. Radon has also been linked with melanoma and some childhood 
cancers [30,34] . There is a positive association between coronary heart disease and radon 
exposures where an elevated risk of mortality from coronary heart disease was observed 
among miners with accumulative radon exposure exceeding 1000 Working Level Month 
(WLM) [37]. Radon daughters 218Po and 214Po could be regards as potential carcinogenic 
agents for the induction of skin cancer [36]. It is also noticed that the combination of inhalation 
of radon gas and smoking increases the risk of lung cancer [22,35].  
      
     The principal health effect in breathing air containing 222 Rn is due to its daughters 218Po , 
214Pb and 214Bi (214Po). Their contribution to the radiation dose to the lung is 2- 3 orders of 
magnitude greater than that of 222Rn [38]. 
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     Ingested radon dissolved in drinking water is a health risk, because it may cause a stomach 
cancer. The risk caused by drinking water containing dissolved radon is extremely much 
lower than inhaling radon [26]. 
 
     Radon and its daughters are a significant health threat linked to thousands of preventable 
death each year [39]. Radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer after cigarette smoking. 
It may cause about 15,000 lung cancer deaths per year in the US [22,25]. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) says radon causes up to 15% of lung cancers worldwide [25].  
 
     The health threat from radon can be addressed by identifying geographic areas that could 
produce elevated levels of indoor radon, developing strategies to reduce exposure, conducting 
research on effective remedial measures to be taken in buildings , and providing educational 
programs for health officials and the public [ 5-9,25]. 
 
     To the contrary, Reports exist on various epidemiological studies demonstrating a negative 
correlation of lung cancer risk with radon in dwellings, which shows that exposure to low 
level ionising alpha radiation has apparently resulted in positive health effects [40-43]. Also, it 
was  reported that there was no association between residential radon and risk of childhood 
acute myeloid leukemia AML[44]. 
 
     Recognizing the importance of radon  as a public health issue, large-scale national and 
international Radon-programmes were initiated world-wide, such as the IAEA co-ordinate 
research programme CRP ‘Radon in the Human Environment’ involving over 50 countries [2] 
and The International Radon Project (IRP) by WHO on public health aspects of radon 
exposure. This project enjoys high priority with WHO´s Department of Public Health and 
Environment. The key elements of the IRP include[25] : 
 

1. Estimation of the global burden of disease (GBD) associated with exposure to radon, 
based on the establishment of a global radon database  

2. Provision of guidance on methods for radon measurements and mitigation  
3. Developing evidence-based public health guidance for Member States to formulate 

policy and advocacy strategy including the establishment of radon action levels  
4. Development of approaches for radon risk communication.  

 
 

RADON  BENEFITS IN OUR ENVIRONMENT 
 

     There is more and more information cumulating on the benefit effects of radon at cell 
biological level known as radon therapy [5,9,46-49]. radon measurements can be used to solve 
radiation safety problems at nuclear and industrial   facilities [5,9,11,50-54]. In addition to that  
radon is very important  for many applications  in earth sciences .It can be used as a 
geological tool in mineral exploration [9,11] ,earthquake [9,55-62] and volcanic activity prediction 
[9] ,search for geothermal energy source [9]. Radon also can be used in atmospheric studies 
[63,64].   
                               

RADON AS MEDICINE (RADON SPAS AND RADON THERAPY): 

     Rather early, the stimulation of DNA repair was observed upon radon exposure .Similar 
DNA repair was indicated in lymphocytes of people living in increased radon concentration 
and also the adaptive response reaction was provoked under 10 mSv “priming” dose [9,45]. The 
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spas evidently containing radon have been used with success for hundreds of years for special 
illnesses mainly in the pain therapy of chronic rheumatic illnesses. Radon spas are wide-
spread in  USA, Japan and Europe (Greece, Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Romania, Slovenia, Russia, etc). Clinical experience has shown that the long-lasting pain of 
the patients was considerably reduced with less analgetic pharmaceuticals. The presence of 
radon in spas, accordingly, can not be considered as risky to health, just the opposite, more 
and more information cumulate on its positive health effects completing the other beneficial 
factors present in health spas [5,9,46-49]. The Environmental Protection agency states that there 
is no safe level of radon and that any exposure poses some risk of cancer.  Others support the 
positive or neutral effects of low dose radiation.  The question is whether or how much the 
radon impacts or damages the tissue [(49]

. So that any radon spa treatments should given by a 
medical practitioner [5].   

RADON AND RADIATION SAFETY IN NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL  FACILITIES: 
 
     In recent years , problems of radiation and nuclear safety have been multiplied rapidly due 
to the release of natural alpha-radioactivity from waste material produced by power plants, 
chemical and metallurgical industry. Therefore the measurements of radon concentration , as 
well as , radon progenies in air, soil and water ,have been of great concern for radiological 
safety [5,9,11,50-54]. 
    

RADON AND MINERAL EXPLORATION: 
      
     Over the years, large number of techniques and methods have been developed to measure 
radon concentration in the "soil gas' and in ground water in selected areas of interest. These 
measurements can yield a lot of information regarding the subsurface geological features and 
the presence of mineral and  oil / gas reserves [9,11]. 
          

RADON AND EARTHQUAKES PREDICTION: 
 
     The real time radon monitoring is an extensively studied area in order to give premonitory 
signs prior to earthquakes. The strain change that occurred within the earth surface during 
earthquake is expected to enhance the radon concentration in soil gas and in groundwater. In 
addition to continuous radon monitoring in groundwater other geochemical parameters such 
as electrical conductivity and water temperature should be performed [9,55-62].   
 

RADON AND VOLCANIC SURVEILLANCE: 
 
     Radon has been recognized for long time as a detectable component of fluids associated 
with volcanoes (fumaroles, ground waters ,or soil gases). It was reported that radon 
measurements should be definitely supplemented by measurements of other physical or 
chemical parameters .Under such circumstances , knowledge of the geochemistry of 
volcanoes could rapidly increase in the immediate future [9]. 
 

RADON AND GEOTHERMAL ENERGY PREDICTION; 
 
      A geothermal source may be defined as the natural heat of the earth trapped close enough 
to the earth's surface to be extracted economically. Normally, geothermal sources are 
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associated with volcanic regions. Hot water springs and vapors emanation may suggest 
prospecting geothermal energy sources.  The observation of exceptionally high radon levels 
may indicate the possible existence of a geothermal energy sources lying deep underneath the 
earth's surface. The method of using radon signal for locating geothermal energy sources has 
met some success in countries such as New Zealand , Mexico and USA [9].  
 
 

RADON APPLICATION TO ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES: 
 
          The keen interest in environmental radon monitoring can be attributed to its attractive 
characteristics as a tracer of atmospheric processes. Radon is primarily of terrestrial origin 
and its predominant sink is by radioactive decay, since it is a noble gas it does not react 
chemically with other species. Furthermore, since radon is relatively insoluble in water and 
does not attach to aerosols, it is not highly susceptible to dry or wet atmospheric removal 
processes. The half-life of radon (3.8 days) is comparable to the lifetimes of short-lived 
atmospheric pollutants (e.g. NOx, SO2, CO, O3), and atmospheric residence time of water and 
aerosols. This time scale is also comparable to many important aspects of atmospheric 
dynamics, making radon a useful tracer at local, regional or global scales. 
 
       The characteristics of radon make it a reliable indicator of the extent of air mass contact 
with land. This is more accurate information than can be derived from back trajectories alone. 
Furthermore, the simulation of radon transport is currently one of the best tools for the 
evaluation of transport schemes in regional and global models. Due to its short half-life, the 
vertical distribution of radon in the atmosphere shows great sensitivity to sub-grid scale 
processes. It has also been demonstrated that trace gas emissions originating from large land 
areas can be estimated using radon as a marker for emission from soil. With the automated 
detectors, changes in radon concentration can be measured to high precision and temporal 
resolution a either permanent stations or on board ships [63,64]. 
 
 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

     In the recent years, radon monitoring and indoor radon concentration levels have been of 
scientific and technological interest due to its health hazards, not only to  underground miners 
but also to people in dwellings and workplaces with high radon levels , and their multiple 
applications; as a useful tool in studies in hydrology, geology, ocean logy and earth quake 
prediction . In addition to that, radon measurements can be used to solve radiation safety 
problems at nuclear and industrial facilities. It has proved to be a good friend and a powerful 
enemy at the same time or it is both a hazard and a help. 
     I recommend to : 

• Carry out a national program for estimating radon levels and effective doses tp 
persons in the indoor environments in Egypt and regrouping all efforts dealing with it 
and turn to a collective work. 

• Use the educational programs to inform health officials and the public about the health 
threat from radon and about associated risk factors , such as smoking. 

• Apply the Geographical Information System (GIS) technology in the analysis of radon 
data and the creation of an indoor radon map of Egypt. 

• Promote scientific researches dealing with radon applications in earth sciences and 
radiation safety at nuclear and industrial facilities.   
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